Measurement of biophysical properties of red blood cells by resistive pulse spectroscopy: volume, shape, surface area, and deformability.
This paper presents a simple, new approach to the determination of size, shape, surface area, and deformability information for cells, notably red blood cells. The results are obtained by combining experimental measurements from resistive pulse spectroscopy (an extension of electronic cell-sizing methodology) with theoretical calculations for model cell systems. Assuming constancy of surface area and approximating red cell shapes by both prolate and oblate ellipsoids of revolution, values are determined for cell shape factor and volume under a variety of conditions. For red blood cells under low-stress conditions, shape factor, volume, and surface area results are found to be consistent with those available from the literature, when the oblate model is used. The applicability of this approach for determination of red cell properties under altered conditions is demonstrated by results for cell volume, at varying osmotic pressure and mechanical shear (tensile) stress. By quantitating the change in cell shape with stress, a new numerical scale for measuring cell deformability is also obtained, and data are presented on its variation for red cells at different osmolalities, over the range of 140 to 500 mOsm.